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Harthope Quarry
Information:
Edited by Richard Davies.
Harthope Quarry is just to the north of Harthope Head which sits astride the Northern Pennines at a height of
627m. It is very much the centre of the North Pennines Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB) midway
between Langdon Beck in the Tees Valley and St John’s Chapel in the Wear Valley. The quarry extends to
either side of the road and is located within CRoW designated land.
The Countryside and Rights of Way Act 2000 (CROW Act) normally gives a public right of access to land
mapped as ‘open country’ (mountain, moor, heath and down) or registered common land. These areas are
known as ‘open access land’
Open access land give area access rather than linear access as provided by public rights of way. It also
gives a legal right of access specifically for climbing, as well as walking and other quiet recreation on foot.
The quarry is formed from a number of layers of rock with the lower band only suitable form climbing being
composed of ganister (or sometimes gannister) which is a hard, fine-grained quartzose sandstone, or orthoquartzite. This has been used in the past to manufacture silica brick typically used to line furnaces. The
rock is very fine grained and combines many of the features you would normally find in limestone with that of
a hard sandstone.
The climbing is located on a series of walls in the quarry base that range from 4 metres to upwards of 7 or 8
metres. The bottom of the quarry is flat so many of the landings are good particularly with a couple of bouldering mats. There are some boulders at the base which need to be more carefully avoided if jumping off.
The one downside is that much of the base of the quarry is boggy and wet. Fortunately close to the quarry
walls the ground is dryer.

rocktopos@hotmail.com

THE GUIDE
Every effort has been made to make this publication as accurate as possible however the information contained in the guide is provided to aid the identification of the climbs and to assist the climber to attempt
routes within their ability.
The author does not recognise any liability for injury or damage caused to, or by, climbers, third
parties or property arising from the use of the information provided in this publication.
This guide will be updated as more routes are added and new versions made available.
Please check the Rock-Topo’s web site, The BMC or UK Climbing for when new updates become available.
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Harthope Quarry

Catcher Arete f4+
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Harthope Quarry
Location:

Approach:
From the north join the A689 at Wolsingham or Stanhope. And follow this to reach St John’s Chapel. Take
the road on the left signposted to Langdon Beck shortly after entering the village. Follow this up the hill for
around 3km when the quarry is visible on your right. There’s various paces you can choose to park which
the best being just before the cattle grid at the top end of the quarry. Follow the obvious paths down into the
quarry base.
From the south pass through Middleton in Teesdale and follow the B6277 to Langdon Beck. Take the right
turn having passed though the village and follow the road to the top of the hill where the quarry is on your left
after passing over the cattle grid.
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Harthope Quarry
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Harthope Quarry
Tyre Wall
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Harthope Quarry
Back End Wall

□

1. Midge Attack Wall ...........................................................

f5+

The centre of the white wall.
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Harthope Quarry
Dead Tree Wall

□

1. Between the Falls ...........................................................

f5+

The dark flat wall to the left of Rockfall Buttress. Start at the lowest point of the rockfall and climb finishing at
the top of the flake.
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Harthope Quarry
Lonely Aretes
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Harthope Quarry
Top Corner Buttress

□

1. Rockfall Buttress Arete LH ............................................

f5

The arete on it’s left side.

□

2. Rockfall Buttress RH .....................................................

f6A

The arete on it’s right side.

□

3. Performing the Amdram ................................................

f5+

The centre of the wall.

□

4. Top Corner Arete............................................................

f6A

The arete on it’s right side. Tricky even with the big foothold halfway up.
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Harthope Quarry

Black Tooth Wall 6c
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Harthope Quarry
Main Wall Left

□

1. Snuff .............................................................................

f4

The centre of the wall.

□

2. Jury Arete Left ...............................................................

f4+

Take the arete on it’s left side.

□

3. Jury Arete Right ............................................................

f4

The arete on it’s right side.

□

4. Covid Dreams are Made of This ...................................

f6C

The thin wall gets trickier the higher up you get. Gain a poor hold on the blunt arete and then escape off
right into the crack, The direct finish is a project.

□

5. Covid Dreams Direct .....................................................
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Harthope Quarry
Main Wall—White Line Area

□

1. To Infinity and Back ....................................................

f5

The centre of the wall is an excellent problem.

□

2. Split Infinity ...................................................................

f4+

Crack line past some blocks near the top.

□

3. Project 2 .......................................................................

project

The wall at it’s centre on small poor crimps.

□

4. Flaked Out ....................................................................

f4+

Climb the flaked crack line—good.

□

5. Face Off .........................................................................

f5+

Climb the narrow face left of Dandelion Crack using the arete on the right and the edge of the crack to the
left.

□

6. Dandelion Crack ..........................................................

f5

The perfect hand jamming crack.

□

7. Black Slab ....................................................................

f6A+

The off vertical black wall is very pleasant.

□

8. Twin Cracks .................................................................

f4+

Follow the thin crack to the right of Black Wall.
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Harthope Quarry
Main Wall—White Line Area

□

9. Inside Out ......................................................................

f6C

Gain a ledge and make a difficult step up to a good resting position. Contemplate and commit to the move
for the top.

□

10. Project 3 .......................................................................

project

The black face.

□

11. Project 4 .......................................................................

project

The wall past a grassy ledge needs a clean.

□

12. Crossing the White Line ..............................................

f4

Crack lines following the white line.
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Harthope Quarry
Main Wall—Rich’s Arete

□

1. Butt Arete .......................................................................

f4+

The right arete of the buttress.

□

2. Mighty Crack ..................................................................

f4+

The hand jamming crack through the roof.

□

3. Rich’s Arete ..................................................................

f6A+

The roof and right arete.

□

4. Rich’s Wall ....................................................................

f6A

The wall right of the arete.

□

5. Wonky Crack .................................................................

f4

The crack in the back corner.
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Harthope Quarry
White Face Buttress

□

1. Peter Rabbit Crack ........................................................

f4

The crack line.

□

2. A Flakey Wall .................................................................

f5+

Climb the wall via thin flakes. Good.

□

3. Peter Pan .......................................................................

f4+

The right side of the wall and arete.

□

4. Way of Life .....................................................................

f5+

The next wall finished at two vertical cracks.

□

5. Wedge Crack .................................................................

f4+

The crack line.

□

6. Whiter than White ..........................................................

f6B+

The shallow groove up the white streak.

□

7. Chance ...........................................................................

f4

The crack to the right again.

□

8. Tyre Wall ........................................................................

f6A+

The thin wall to the right is good/

□

9. Who Pinches the Tyre? .................................................

f6A

The left side of the fine wall. Start close to the middle and trend left to gain a flake.
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Harthope Quarry
□

10. Harthope Wall ..............................................................

f6B+

The centre of the wall with the crux to gain and pass the overlap.

□

11. Harthope Wall Arete ....................................................

f5

The right edge of the wall.
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Harthope Quarry
Black Tooth Buttress

□

1. Funland ..........................................................................
The arete left of the corner.

f4

□

2. Fly Tipping Arete ...........................................................
The left arete.

f4

□

3. Fly Tipping Groove ........................................................
The shallow groove is a bit more tricky than it appears.

f4+

□

4. Catcher Arete .................................................................
The arete to the right escaping left.

f4+

□

f6B+

5. Door Mouse Wall ...........................................................

The black wall to the right avoiding the arete on the left and the crack on the right.

□

6. Perched Block Crack ....................................................

f4

The crack line right of the large block leaning against the face.

□

7. Black Tooth Wall ...........................................................

f6C

Start at the tooth and climb the wall going leftwards. Very good climbing.
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Harthope Quarry
Fall End Section

□

1. Fall From Grace .............................................................

f4+

Start at the centre of the face and climb up and leftwards.

□

2. Fall Away Arete .............................................................

f6B+

The prominent arete is nicely technical.

□

3. Into the Fall ....................................................................

f6A+

Start on the boulder close to the corner and gain the arete.

□

4. Fall Side Wall .................................................................

f7B

Climb the right side wall of Fall Away Arete.

□

5. Fall Crack .......................................................................
The corner crack can be a used as a descent.

f3

□

f6B

6, No Mans Land ...............................................................

Start off the blocks and climb the arete stepping left at the top.

□

7. Going for a Fall .............................................................

f4

Gain a sloping hold and continue up the arete.

□

8. Fall End Arete ................................................................

f5

The arete on the right end of the buttress is fine once off the ground.
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Harthope Quarry Bouldering
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